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1. Introduction
The idea that syntactic structure undergoes cyclic Spell-out has been pursued in a number of
studies (Uriagereka 1999, Chomsky 2000, 2001, Nissenbaum 2000, Fox and Pesetsky 2005, inter alia).
It has been controversial, however, what should be considered as a unit of cyclic Spell-out. Chomsky
proposes that phases must be “propositions”: namely, v*P and CP. Others, however, argue that Spell-out
may also apply to other maximal categories such as VP and PP (McGinnis 2001, Abels 2003, Fox and
Pesetsky 2005, Lee-Schoenfeld 2005, inter alia). In this paper, I provide further evidence for the latter
hypothesis. Specifically, building on the claim that scrambling is constrained by Cyclic Linearization
(Ko 2005, 2007), I propose that so-called weak phases (VPs) must undergo cyclic Spell-out, just as
strong phases (v*Ps and CP). In particular, I show that object scrambling is restricted by cyclic Spellout of the VP domain, and that its interactions with secondary resultative predicates and the aspectual
adverb ‘again’ in Korean and Japanese can be explained by the current proposal.

2. Puzzles
In Korean and Japanese, the object may strand an object-oriented numeral quantifier (NQ) across
the subject, as shown in (1a) and (2a). In contrast, the subject cannot strand a subject-oriented NQ
across the object, as shown in (1b) and (2b) (Park and Sohn 1993, Gill 2001, Kang 2002, Ko 2007 for
Korean; Haig 1980, Kuroda 1983, Saito 1985, Miyagawa 1989, Fujita 1994 for Japanese, among
others; cf. Miyagawa and Arikawa 2004, and Hoji and Ishii 2005 for judgment variations).1
(1)

a.
b.

(2)

a.
b.

Maykcwu-lul
John-i
sey-pyeng
masi-ess-ta
Beer-Acc
John-Nom
3-Clbottle
drink-Past-Dec
‘John drank three bottles of beer.’ [Korean: K]
*Haksayng-tul-i
maykcwu-lul sey-myeng
masi-ess-ta
Student-Pl-Nom
beer-Acc
3-Clperson
drink-Past-Dec
‘Three students drank beer.’ [K]
Hon-o
gakusei-ga
go-satu
Book-Acc
student-Nom
5-Clbook
‘Students bought five books.’ [Japanese: J]
*Gakusei-ga
sake-o
san-nin
Student-Nom
sake-Acc
3-Clpeople
‘Three students drank sake.’ [J]

katta
bought
nonda
drank

*

This work is based on my unpublished thesis (Ko 2005), and I wish to thank my thesis committee David
Pesetsky, Danny Fox, Shigeru Miyagawa, and Norvin Richards for their invaluable input and helpful comments. I
also thank audiences at CUNY Supper (The CUNY Graduate Center), Interphase Workshop (University of
Cyprus), Seminar on Linearization (Stony Brook University), and WCCFL 26 for feedback. All errors are mine. I
employ the Yale Romanization to transliterate Korean examples here (Martin 1992).
1
For clarification, (1b) and (2b) become less degraded when focus is imposed on the NQ (Kang 2002, Miyagawa
and Arikawa 2004). In this paper, I deal with the paradigms without focus on NQs (in an out-of-the-blue context).
In Ko (2005), I have argued that focused NQs have a different underlying structure from non-focused NQs, which
contributes to the improvement in grammaticality of (1b) and (2b). See Ko (2005: appendix 4B) for details.
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This contrast has been taken as evidence for the claim that object scrambling may occur rather
freely, in contrast to subject scrambling. In particular, the object in (1a) and (2a) may scramble over the
subject and strand the object-oriented NQ (NQobj). The subject in (1b) and (2b), on the other hand,
cannot undergo scrambling over the object and strand the subject-oriented NQ (NQsubj) (Saito 1985; cf.
Ko 2005, 2007 for further discussion of restrictions on subject scrambling).
It is important to note, however, that object scrambling does not take place freely. As shown in (3)
and (4), the NI-marked resultative predicate in Japanese cannot intervene between the object and the
object-oriented NQ.2 If the object may undergo scrambling over the NI-predicate, we would expect that
the object may strand the NQ in (3b) and (4b), contrary to the facts.
(3)

a.
b.

(4)

a.
b.

Kuruma-o
ni-dai
John-ga
makka-ni
nutta
Car-Acc
2-Cl
John-Nom
red-NI
painted
‘John painted two cars red.’ [J]
*John-ga
kuruma-o
makka-ni
ni-dai
nutta
John-Nom car-Acc
red-NI
2-Cl
painted
‘John painted two cars red.’ [J] (Takezawa 1993, S. Miyagawa, p.c.)
Kodomo-o
san-nin
John-ga
rippa-ni
sodateta
Children-Acc 3-Cl
John-Nom
admirable-NI raised
‘John raised three children to be admirable.’ [J] (S. Miyagawa, p.c.)
*John-ga
kodomo-o
rippa-ni
san-nin
sodateta
John-Nom
children-Acc admirable-NI 3-Cl
raised
‘John raised three children to be admirable.’ [J] (Takezawa 1993, S. Miyagawa, p.c.)

The ungrammaticality of (3b) and (4b) becomes even more puzzling when we consider the fact that
the NI-predicate may undergo scrambling, as shown in (5). If both the object and the NI-predicate may
scramble, there is no obvious reason why the ordering in (3b) and (4b) cannot be derived.3
(5)

Massiro-ni1 Mary-ga
[John-ga
kabe-o
t1
nutta
to]
White-NI Mary-Nom [John-Nom wall-Acc
painted
C]
‘Mary said that John painted the wall white.’ (Takezawa 1993, footnote 13)

itta
said

In this paper, I attempt to provide a unified account for the restrictions in subject scrambling and
object scrambling seen above. In particular, I propose that the distribution of the subject and the object
and their NQs follows from a property of the edge of a Spell-out domain – which I call the Edge
Generalization (EG). In section 3, I show that the Edge Generalization is a consequence of PF-syntax
mapping (Cyclic Linearization, Fox and Pesetsky 2005) and a locality condition on movement
(Chomsky 2000, 2001). In section 4, I argue that both vP and VP undergo cyclic Spell-out, and that the
restrictions on subject scrambling and object scrambling can be understood as instances of the EG in
the vP and VP domain. In section 5, I provide further evidence for cyclic Spell-out of VP from the scope
of the aspectual adverb ‘again’ and object scrambling.

3. Proposal: Edge generalization and cyclic spell-out of vP and VP
Fox and Pesetsky (2005) argue that certain syntactic units created in a derivation constitute Spellout domains, and that Cyclic Linearization applies to the Spell-out domains. In particular, information
2

To the best of my knowledge, Korean lacks such resultative constructions as (3b) and (4b) (for instance, Korean
resultative –key phrases may intervene between the object and the NQ). I leave it for further research why Japanese
and Korean behave differently with respect to resultative constructions.
3
Takezawa (1993) argues that (3b) and (4b) are ungrammatical because the NI-resultative predicate must be basegenerated below the object and the object-oriented NQ, as in (ib). Under this proposal, however, it is unclear how
the derivation (ii) where the object and the NI-predicate undergo scrambling can be ruled out.
(i) a. * (NP-ga)
[VP NP-o X-ni
NQobj
V]
NQobj X-ni
V]
b. √ (NP-ga) [VP NP-o
(ii) [NP-ga
NP-o1 X–ni2 [VP t1 NQobj t2 V]]
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concerning linear precedence of the specifiers, the complement, and the head of the Spell-out domain is
shipped to PF at cyclic Spell-out (cf. Chomsky 2001 for the phase system).4
Linearization Information, once established, is never deleted in the course of derivation. Under this
proposal, the linear ordering of syntactic units may be affected by Merge and Move within a Spell-out
domain, but is fixed once for all after Spell-out. Hence, to avoid ordering contradictions at PF, ordering
statements between the lower Spell-out domains and higher Spell-out domains must be consistent with
each other.
The theory of cyclic linearization makes two important predictions concerning orderings of
syntactic units. First, as Fox and Pesetsky (2005) extensively discuss, movement out of complement
domains would be allowed only when the orderings of the complement domain are preserved. In
particular, in configurations like (6a), ZP may move out of the Spell-out domain αP only when YP also
moves and continues to precede ZP in the higher domains (see Fox and Pesetsky 2005 for arguments
based on Object Shift in Scandinavian languages).5
Second, under cyclic linearization, we predict that movement out of the edge is allowed only when
the orderings of the edge are preserved. In the configuration (6b) where multiple specifiers are merged
on the edge of a Spell-out domain αP, XP and YP must preserve their relative orderings after Spell-out
of αP. Thus, YP may move out of αP only when XP also moves and continues to precede YP in the
higher domains.
(6)
a.
b.

Order Preservation
[αP
[α YP ZP]]: YP<ZP order needs to be preserved in the higher domains.
[αP XP YP [α
ZP]]: XP<YP order needs to be preserved in the higher domains.

I propose that a solution to the puzzles at hand can be derived from the prediction (6) in
conjunction with a locality condition on scrambling. Building on Ko (2005, 2007), I argue that
scrambling is a feature-driven movement triggered by a probe-goal search (cf. Grewendorf and Sabel
1999, Miyagawa 2001, Kitahara 2002). Adopting Chomsky (2000, 2001), I argue that a probe can
search a goal only in its c-command domain (cf. Rezac 2003, Richards 2004). Under this view,
scrambling may occur only when the probe (the trigger for scrambling) c-commands the scrambling
element.
The theory of cyclic linearization and a condition on probe-goal search in scrambling lead us to
predict a peculiar ordering restriction at syntactic edges, stated in (7). A pictorial description is given in
(8).
(7)

Edge Generalization (EG)
If X and Y are dominated by a specifier (non-complement) γP of a Spell-out domain αP, X
and Y cannot be separated by a αP-internal element Z that is not dominated by γP.

As depicted in (8), if X and Y are externally merged in the Spec of αP as a constituent, their
domain-mate Z either precedes X and Y (via movement), or follows both of them. Since elements
within the specifier γP are not in the search domain of α, X and Y cannot be attracted by α. Hence, X
and Y cannot move over Z within αP. Consequently, within αP, X and Y cannot be separated by Z. If αP
is a Spell-out domain, the orderings at αP must be preserved in the higher domains due to cyclic
linearization. Hence, the edge elements, X and Y are not separable by their domain-mate Z in higher
domains, either.
In the next section, I show that the restriction on scrambling seen above are instances of the EG. In
particular, the restriction on subject scrambling is captured by the claim that vP undergoes cyclic Spellout. The restriction on object scrambling is captured by the claim that VP undergoes cyclic Spell-out.

4

Both Fox and Pesetsky (2005) and Chomsky (2001) propose that certain domains undergo cyclic Spell-out, but
the two proposals differ from each other in their details. In this paper, I adopt Fox and Pesetsky’s Spell-out system.
5
“YP<ZP” indicates that YP precedes ZP (see Fox and Pesetsky 2005 for a formal description of ordering
statements).
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(8)

*[X ... Z ... Y]
αP
3
α'
3
Z
α'
3
γP
α'
6
3
X
Y
βP
α
6
Z

4. Analysis
4.1. Subject scrambling and spell-out of vP
In section 2, we have seen that the subject cannot strand its NQ across the object whereas the
object may strand its NQ across the subject [(1)-(2)]. This asymmetry between the subject and the
object is straightforwardly explained as an instance of the EG.
Consider first the grammatical cases: object scrambling in (1a) and (2a). As described in (9), the
head v (with EPP) may probe the object in its c-command domain so that the object may undergo
scrambling to the outer specifier of v over the subject. After object scrambling, vP is spelled out, and the
ordering O<S<NQobj is established at PF. Since the object may scramble within vP by a probe-goal
search of v, the object may strand its NQobj across the subject within vP. This ordering at vP is preserved
in the higher domain CP in (1a) and (2a). Hence, the grammaticality of (1a) and (2a) is expected.
(9)

√Object scrambling within vP
vP
3
Obj
v'
3
DP
v'
6
3
Subj
VP
v
3
DP
V
6
tobj
NQobj

(10)

*Subject scrambling within vP
vP
3
v'
3
Obj
v'
3
DP
v'
6
3
Subj NQsubj VP
v
6
tobj

Compare (9) with (10), which describes the ungrammatical cases: subject scrambling in (1b) and
(2b). As shown in (10), the object may precede the subject via vP-scrambling. The subject, however,
cannot undergo vP-scrambling. Since the subject is in the specifier of vP, the subject is not in the search
domain of v. Hence, v cannot probe the subject for scrambling and the subject is immobile within vP.
Consequently, the ordering S<O<NQsubj cannot be created within vP. After Spell-out of vP, the orderings
at vP (including the orderings on its edge) must be preserved in the higher domains. Thus, the ordering
S<O<NQsubj cannot be created in the higher domains, either.6
In short, the subject and the NQsubj may both follow the object or precede the object, but they are
not separable by the object within vP given the c-command condition on a probe-goal search. Since
cyclic Spell-out of vP forces elements in vP to preserve their relative orderings, we expect that the
6

This account predicts that the subject can be probed by a higher head such as T and may move over elements
externally merged higher than vP. In Ko (2007), I have shown that this is indeed the case. The subject may move
over a vP-external adverb such as ‘yesterday’ and ‘fortunately’ and strand its NQ (see Ko 2007 for examples).
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ordering S<O<NQsubj cannot be created in the higher domains, either. On this view, the restriction on
subject scrambling is an instantiation of the EG in (7) where the Spell-out domain corresponds to vP.7

4.2. Object scrambling and spell-out of VP
Let us now turn to illicit object scrambling, exemplified in (3)-(4). I argue that the restrictions on
object scrambling are explained in the same way as the restrictions on subject scrambling. In particular,
I hypothesize that every θ-role-assigning head is a Spell-out head. VP undergoes cyclic Spell-out, just
like vP and CP (cf. Chomsky 2001, McGinnis 2001, Abels 2003, Fox and Pesetsky 2005, LeeSchoenfeld 2005, inter alia). The status of a specifier and complement is determined derivationally
(Chomsky 1995). Hence, the object may be considered as a specifier of VP if there is an element
externally merged with V before the object merges (Larson 1988, Baker 2004, among others).
Under this proposal, we predict that the object merged on the edge of the VP will behave exactly
the same way as the subject merged on the edge of vP with respect to its domain-mate. In particular, the
object and the NQobj on the edge cannot be separated by their VP domain-mates. I argue that this is
indeed the case for (3)-(4).
Consider first the base-generation position of the object and NI-resultative predicates. As illustrated
in (11)-(12), NI-resultative predicates may modify the object, but not the subject of transitive verbs.
Observing the facts in (11)-(12), Takezawa (1993) argues that the NI-predicate in Japanese is basegenerated within VP. In particular, Takezawa proposes the structure in (13) for resultative constructions,
and argues that the NI-predicate may modify the object, but not the subject because the NI-predicate
may mutually c-command the object within VP, but not the subject in IP (cf. Miyagawa 1989).
(11)

John-ga
aisukuriimu-o
kotikoti-ni kooraseta
John-Nom
ice cream-Acc
solid-NI
froze
‘John froze the ice cream solid.’ (object-oriented resultative) [J]

(12)

*John-ga
teeburu-o
kirei-ni
huita
John-Nom
table-Acc
clean-NI
wiped
‘John wiped the table in his clean state.’ (subject-oriented resultative) [J]
(N.B. (12) is grammatical when kireini modifies the object teeburu-o)

(13)

[IP Subj [VP O

X-ni V]]

Adapting Takezawa (1993) to make it compatible with the vP-internal subject hypothesis
(Kitagawa 1986, Kuroda 1988, Koopman and Sportiche 1991, among others), I argue that the NIresultative predicate is base-generated within VP, but crucially it merges with V before the object
merges, modifying the result status of the event.8 As depicted in (14), if the NI-resultative predicate is
base-generated within VP, the ungrammaticality of (3b) and (4b) can be understood as an instance of
the EG in the VP domain.

7

The ungrammaticality of (1b) and (2b) was also explained by Ko (2007), but the current proposal under the EG
provides a more abstract way of capturing the data – which makes it possible to account for subject scrambling and
object scrambling in a parallel way.
8
Under (14), we cannot directly adopt Takezawa’s account for (11)-(12) since XP-NI does not c-command the
object in the underlying structure. To accommodate the contrasts between (11) and (12), I tentatively assume that a
resultative predicate may modify an argument under mutual m-command in the underlying structure. I leave it open
how to explain (11)-(12) without m-command.
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(14)

*Object scrambling within VP
VP
3
V'
3
XP-NI1
V'
3
DP
V'
6
3
Obj NQobj
FP
V
6
t1

More specifically, the head V c-commands the NI-predicate and thus the NI-predicate may undergo
scrambling to the outer specifier of V over the object. Crucially, however, the object cannot undergo
VP-scrambling (cf. (9) for vP-scrambling of the object). Since the object is merged in the edge of VP, V
cannot probe the object. Hence, the object cannot undergo scrambling within VP. Consequently, the
object and its NQ may both follow the NI-predicate (after VP-scrambling of NI-predicate) or precede it
(without VP-scrambling of NI-predicate). The object and its NQ, however, cannot be separated by the
NI-predicate within VP. If VP is a Spell-out domain, as hypothesized, the orderings in the VP domain
must be preserved in the higher domains. Thus, we expect that the ordering O<XP-NI<NQobj would not
be created in the higher domains, either. Hence, the ungrammaticality of (3b) and (4b) follows.
On this view, single scrambling of a NI-predicate in (5) is allowed without a problem. As in (14),
the NI-predicate may scramble to the outer specifier of V. As long as the NI-predicate continues to
precede VP-internal elements, it may undergo further movement out of VP. This is indeed the case in
(5).

5. Further prediction
The current proposal makes a further prediction concerning object scrambling and scopally
ambiguous aspectual adverbs within VP. As described in (15), tasi ‘again’ in Korean is ambiguous
between a repetitive and restitutive reading. The ambiguity in (15) can be understood by different basepositions of the adverb ‘again’. More specifically, the repetitive reading ‘again’ is merged outside VP,
but the restitutive reading ‘again’ is merged below V modifying the result status of the event ‘open’ (Ko
2005; a proposal adapted from Von Stechow 1996 and Beck and Johnson 2004).
(15)

Sally-ka
ku mwun-ul
tasi
yel-ess-ta
Sally-Nom
that door-Acc
again
open-Past-Dec
‘Sally opened that door, and she had done that before.’ (repetitive)
‘Sally opened that door, and the door had been in the state of being open before.’ (restitutive)

If ‘again’ sentences are ambiguous due to multiple merge positions of ‘again’, we predict that the
floating NQ constructions can disambiguate their meanings. In particular, we expect that the object and
the NQobj may be separated by the repetitive ‘again’, but not by restitutive ‘again’.
As in the case of the NI-resultative predicate in (14), the restitutive ‘again’ merged below V may
precede or follow the object and the NQobj, but it cannot intervene between them (another instance of
the EG in the VP domain). The repetitive ‘again’, on the other hand, may intervene between the object
and the NQobj. Since the repetitive ‘again’ is merged outside VP, it does not establish any orderings with
respect to the object or the NQobj within VP. In the higher domain vP, the repetitive ‘again’ is externally
merged, and the object may undergo vP-scrambling over the repetitive ‘again’ by probe-goal search of v
(cf. (9)). Hence, the new ordering, O<repetitive ’again’<NQobj can be established at PF after Spell-out
of vP.
The Korean examples in (16) show that the prediction is borne out. When the object and the NQobj
are separated by ‘again’, as in (16a), the sentence only retains the repetitive reading, as predicted. The
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same fact holds with Japanese mata ‘again’, as shown in (17). Hence, I argue that the account for (16)
may extend to Japanese (17).
(16) a.
b.

Nay-ka eyspuleyso kikyey-lul
tasi
han-tay sao-l-kkeyyo
I-Nom espresso
machine-Acc again
1-Cl
buy-Fut-Promise
‘I will buy an espresso machine again.’ (*?restitutive reading, √repetitive reading)
Nay-ka eyspuleyso
kikyey-lul
han-tay
tasi
sao-l-kkeyyo
I-Nom espresso
machine-Acc 1-Cl
again
buy-Fut-Promise
‘I will buy an espresso machine again.’ (√restitutive reading, √repetitive reading)

(17) a. ?*Kondo-wa
boku-ga pizza-o
mata
hitotu tyuumon-su-ru yo
This.time-Top I-Nom pizza-Acc again
one
order-do-Pres. Assertive
‘This time, I will order a pizza again.’ (?*restitutive reading, √repetitive reading)
b. Kondo-wa
boku-ga
pizza-o
hitotu mata
tyuumon-su-ru yo
This.time-Top I-Nom
pizza-Acc
one
again
order-do-Pres. Assertive
‘This time, I will order a pizza again.’ (√repetitive reading, √restitutive reading)
(N. Hasegawa, p.c.)

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have seen that object scrambling is not free, but restricted in a way parallel to
subject scrambling. The object and its NQ on the VP edge cannot be separated by their VP domainmates, just as the subject and its NQ on the vP edge cannot be separated by their vP domain-mates. I
have argued that the ordering restrictions in scrambling are instantiations of the Edge Generalization – a
property predicted from cyclic linearization and a probe-goal search in movement. The current proposal
provides further evidence for the claim that both vP and VP undergo cyclic Spell-out. It also argues for
the claim that scrambling is triggered by a probe-goal search, just like other types of feature-driven
movement.
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